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Abstract
Cooperative breeding animals frequently inhabit harsh environments. It is widely accepted that
harsh environments hinder independent reproduction, and this constraint maintains individuals
in family groups. Yet the assumption that harsh ecological conditions reduce the success of
members of cooperative breeding groups when breeding independently has not been
experimentally tested. We addressed this shortcoming using the socially polymorphic
Alpine silver ant, Formica selysi. This species has single-queen (independent breeders) and
multiple-queen (cooperative breeders) colonies coexisting within populations. We placed
newly mated queens emerging from each type of colony to breed alone in either a harsh
or mild winter condition and recorded their brood production and survival. Queens
emerging from single-queen colonies were unaffected by the winter condition and were more
successful at founding a nest independently than queens from multiple-queen colonies. By
contrast, queens from multiple-queen colonies had higher mortality after a harsh than after a
mild winter. These results support the long-held assumption that harsh environments constrain
independent reproduction of members of cooperative breeding groups.

1. Introduction
Many animals live in cooperative breeding groups, where offspring delay dispersal and help
their parents produce siblings, or where multiple adults share reproduction [1–3]. Explaining
the evolutionary emergence and maintenance of cooperative breeding have been longstanding
quests in evolutionary biology, because individuals staying in parental nests often partially or
completely forgo their own reproduction [1,4,5]. Theoretically, extreme environmental
harshness constrains independent breeding, keeping offspring with their parents [2,6].
Correspondingly, cooperative breeders typically live in unpredictable and harsh environments
[3,5,7–14]. It is generally accepted that individuals that live in family groups have become less
successful at breeding solitarily than individuals adapted to reproducing alone [15–17],
especially in harsh environments [1,2,6]. Although a reduced ability to breed alone in harsh
environments would represent a selective pressure for the maintenance of cooperative breeding,
it has not been experimentally demonstrated.
We addressed this shortcoming with the Alpine silver ant, Formica selysi. This species
has two types of colonies coexisting within populations: some queens breed alone, forming
single-queen colonies, whereas others breed cooperatively, forming multiple-queen colonies
[18,19]. Social organization is controlled by a supergene [20]. Queens and workers from singlequeen colonies are larger than those from multiple queens colonies [18,21], while multiplequeen colonies have three times as many workers, and enjoy three times the lifespan of a
single-queen colony [18]. F. selysi is an ideal system to test the costs of breeding alone
in harsh environments for cooperative breeders, as queens from both social forms can found
colonies independently [22], unlike queens from some cooperative breeding ant species,
which have lost their ability to reproduce alone [15,17,23]. Furthermore, their small size
allows to manipulate ecological conditions in the laboratory. Because there is a genetic basis
to colony structure, we can compare the success of individuals adapted to living alone or to
living in family groups, when reproducing independently. Although mature colonies of the
cooperative breeding form always host multiple queens [20,24], young queens emerging
from these colonies exhibit plasticity in whether they fly away from their maternal colony
and breed independently or seek readoption [18,19,22,24]. This flexibility allows us to
evaluate if harsh conditions constrain the independent reproduction of individuals that
typically stay in family groups.
We experimentally mated young queens originating from each type of colony and placed
them to breed alone in either a mild or a harsh winter condition. We tested two

predictions. First, individuals adapted to stay in family groups have lower success when
reproducing alone than individuals adapted to breeding independently (e.g. [16,17]). For this,
we compared the success of queens emerging from single and from multiple-queen colonies.
We predicted that the former would have higher survival than the later, particularly after a harsh
winter. Second, ecological harshness reduces the success of members of cooperative breeding
groups when reproducing alone. For this, we compared the success of queens emerging from
multiple-queen colonies after a harsh or after a mild winter. We predicted that they would have
lower survival after a harsh winter.

2. Material and methods
(a) Field collection
We collected sexual pupae and workers from a high-altitude (Derborence: 46.2806° N, 7.2157°
E; 1450 m a.s.l.) and a low altitude population (Finges, 46.3138° N, 7.6012° E; 400 m a.s.l.) in
Switzerland, from marked colonies of known social form, determined via SNP genotyping [20].
Both forms inhabit both populations [25]. We kept them inside plastic boxes (15.5 x 13.5 x 5.5
cm) lined with fluon, and a glass tube (length = 16 cm; ø = 5 mm), one-third filled with water.
We fed each colony with sugar and egg-jelly.

(b) Mating
We placed young queens and non-nest-mate males from the same population, from either the
ame or the alternative social form, inside a plastic box (26.5 x 42 x 20 cm), with a meshed lid.
We housed each queen inside a glass tube (length = 16 cm; ø = 5 mm), one-third filled with
water. This mimicked claustral colony-founding conditions, when queens rely on their fat and
protein reserves, and histolysed flight muscles to produce their first brood [23]. After a month
we transferred them alongside their brood into a plastic box (10.5 x 13.5 x 5.5 cm) filled with
approximately 300 g of sand (Spielsand, Collibri®), and provided them with water and food ad
libitum. At this point, workers would procure food for their queens in nature. We followed the
same procedure with some virgin queens to increase the survival sample size (table 1).

(c) Hibernation in mild or harsh winter conditions
Approximately five months after the beginning of the experiment (when snow falls in nature),
we placed all queens and their brood in controlled-climate chambers. We removed their food,

and pseudo-randomly divided all queens into two equal-sized treatment groups (considering
their mating status, social origin, mate social origin and population; table 1). The temperature
dropped 1–2° weekly (humidity: 70%), until 8°C (mild winter) or 3°C (harsh winter). After two
weeks the temperature increased weekly until 22°C. At the end of the experiment (after 1 year),
we counted the number of queens alive and their workers and pupae.

(d) Statistical analyses: general procedures
Analyses were carried out in R [26] v. 3.5.1, with generalized linear mixed models (glmm)
(‘glmer’ function [27]), unless otherwise stated. We always included as covariables the
population, the date of mating as a continuous variable, and their colony of origin as random
effects. Non-significant interactions were removed one by one, based on their significance
level. All other variables were kept in the models. We verified that there was no over-dispersion
[28], and evaluated the residuals (‘DHARMa’ [29]). We obtained estimates with type III SS for
models with interactions (‘Anova’ function [30]), and estimates, s.e. and p values with the
‘summary’ function for models without interactions [26]. We did post hoc analyses with FDR
p-value adjustment (‘lsmeans’ function [31]). Analyses and results regarding queens’ survival
and reproductive success before winter can be found in the electronic supplementary material.

(e) Queens’ success after mild or harsh winters
We compared queen survival from the start of hibernation (after five months) until the end of
the experiment (after 1 year) with a glmm with binomial error distribution. We included the
social origin of the queen, the winter condition and the interaction. We included potentially
confounding covariables, including the population, the interaction between the winter condition
and the population, and the mating status of the queen. We repeated this analysis with mated
queens only and included the social origin of her mate, and her number of workers as
covariables instead of her mating status. We compared the overall success of queens at founding
a nest using a glmm with binomial error distribution, considering as successful queens that
survived and had a brood at the end of the experiment (n = 222).We used the size of the brood
at the end of the experiment as a response variable in a MCMC generalized mixed effects model
to account for over-dispersion [28,32,33] with zero-truncated Poisson error distribution. We
used (uninformative) inverse-Wishart priors for the random effects and residual variance (V =
1; nu = 0.002), set the number of iterations to 4 100 000, preceded by a burn-in of 100 000, and

saved every 2000th iterations to avoid autocorrelation between draws. We verified that the
chain converged and that all autocorrelations were below 0.1 [32,33].

3. Results
(a) Queens’ success after mild or harsh winters
The harsh winter condition decreased the survival of queens from multiple-queen colonies,
whereas it had no impact on queens from single-queen colonies (interaction between social
origin and winter condition: χ2 = 3.92; p = 0.04; figure 1). A higher proportion of queens from
multiple-queen colonies died after a harsh winter, compared to queens from single queen
colonies after a harsh winter ( post hoc comparison: Estimate = −1.38; s.e. = 0.42; z = −3.27; p
= 0.003). Similarly, a higher proportion of queens from multiple-queen colonies died after a
harsh winter, compared to queens from single queen colonies after a mild winter ( post hoc
comparison: Estimate = −1.75; s.e. = 0.50; z = −3.48; p = 0.002). A higher proportion of queens
from multiple-queen colonies died after a harsh than after a mild winter ( post hoc comparison:
Estimate = −1.52; s.e. = 0.58; z = −2.59; p = 0.01). Queens emerging from multiple-queen

colonies had similar survival after a mild winter as queens from single-queen colonies after a
harsh or mild winter ( post hoc comparisons: p = 0.77; and p = 0.70, respectively). Queens from
single-queen colonies were unaffected by the winter condition ( post hoc comparison: p = 0.52).
Similarly, when considering mated queens only, the harsh winter decreased the survival of
queens from multiple-queen colonies but had no impact on the survival of queens from singlequeen colonies (interaction: χ2 = 4.38; p = 0.03; post hoc comparison: Estimate = −1.60; s.e. =
0.51; z = −3.09; p =0.01). Differences in survival were not due to potential confounding factors,
like queen mating status (interaction: χ2 = 2.30; p = 0.12; effect of mating status: Estimate
(virgin) = 0.63; s.e. = 0.34; z = 1.82; p = 0.06), population (see electronic supplementary
material), or, for mated queens, her mate social origin ( p = 0.36), or her number of workers (
p = 0.42).

Queens from single-queen colonies were more successful at founding a nest than queens
from multiple-queen colonies (Estimate = 0.62; s.e. = 0.25; z = 2.48; p = 0.01; figure 2a) and
had larger broods at the end of the experiment (posterior mean = 0.47; 95% credible intervals
= 0.29–0.64; pMCMC < 0.0005; figure 2b). Differences in nest-founding success and brood

size were not due to potential confounding factors like the social origin of their mate (nest
founding: interaction: χ2 = 2.15; p = 0.14; effect of the male: p = 0.64; effect of the male on
brood size: pMCMC= 0.63), their population, whether they mated earlier or later in the season,
and for brood size, the winter condition (all p or pMCMC> 0.17).

4. Discussion
The evolution and maintenance of cooperative breeding have long been evolutionary
conundrums, as individuals staying in parental groups usually forgo at least partially their own
reproduction [1,4,23]. Cooperative breeding species typically live in harsh and unpredictable
environments [5,7–9,13,14]. It is assumed that harsh environments hinder independent
reproduction, helping retain cooperative breeders in family groups [2,6]. While a lower ability
to breed alone in harsh environments would represent a selective pressure for the maintenance
of cooperative breeding, it had not been experimentally investigated. Here, we show that colder
winters reduce the survival of queens that typically breed cooperatively, when they attempt to
breed alone. Hence, our study provides empirical evidence that harsh environments hinder
independent reproduction of cooperative breeding animals. Our experiment also shows that

queens that typically breed alone are more successful at breeding independently than queens
that typically reproduce cooperatively, as expected for genetically determined social forms.
Queens from multiple-queen colonies belong to a genetically determined social form
and had a long evolutionary history of cooperative breeding and are likely adapted to
reproducing in families (although they can reproduce independently [19,22]). While we think
our results generalize to other cooperative breeding species, including vertebrates, we
acknowledge that this remains an open empirical question, and the results may depend on each
species’ life history. Although we did not test this, queens from multiple-queen colonies would
probably have higher survival in a harsh environment when staying with their families than
when reproducing alone. Previous studies have shown that large ant colonies survive winters
better than small colonies [10,11,34], that workers provide food and protection to queens [23],
and that they thermoregulate the nest [35,36].
In many species multiple-queen colonies are more common in high-altitude/latitude
populations, which has been attributed to a greater mortality risk when breeding independently
in these sites [10–14]. Surprisingly, multiple queen colonies in our species are rarer and have
fewer queens at higher altitude [25]. This pattern may be caused by source-sink or extinctionrecolonization dynamics [37], with high-elevation populations being ephemeral and at the
margin of the distribution [25]. Under this view, the larger queens emerging from single-queen
colonies [21] may regularly disperse from low-elevation and colonize high elevation
populations, while queens from multiple-queen colonies may fail to disperse from lowelevation and establish colonies alone in high-elevation populations. Accordingly, our
experiment revealed that colder winters reduced the success of queens originating from lowelevation populations compared to queens from high elevation (see electronic supplementary
material, figure S1), and of queens from multiple-queen colonies compared to queens from
single-queen colonies. Additionally, high-elevation populations may be too fragmented or too
ephemeral to sustain large multiple-queen colonies.
To summarize, our results provide empirical support to the long-held assumption that
harsh environments limit the success of independent reproduction of individuals that typically
stay at home [1–4]. This need not mean that cooperative breeding evolved as a response to
harsh environments. In fact, ancestral state reconstructions in the bird clade show that
cooperative breeding evolves before colonizing harsh environments [5]. What drove the
evolution of cooperative breeding in ants remains unknown. But independently of the

evolutionary route leading to cooperative breeding, our results suggest that once individuals are
adapted to staying with their families, they lose at least partially their ability to reproduce
independently. This is particularly true in harsh environments, where the challenges of life
alone are intensified.
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